Auditory working memory (WM) processing in everyday acoustic environments depends on our ability to maintain relevant information online in our minds, and to suppress interference caused by competing incoming stimuli. A challenge in communication settings is that the relevant content and irrelevant inputs may emanate from a common source, such as a talkative conversationalist. An open question is how the WM system deals with such interference. Will the distracters become inadvertently filtered before processing for meaning because the primary WM operations deplete all available processing resources? Or are they suppressed post perceptually, through an active control process? We tested these alternative hypotheses by measuring magnetoencephalography (MEG), EEG, and functional MRI (fMRI) during a phonetic auditory continuous performance task. Contextual WM maintenance load was manipulated by adjusting the number of "filler" letter sounds in-between cue and target letter sounds. Trial-to-trial variability of pre-and post-stimulus activations in fMRI-informed cortical MEG/EEG estimates was analyzed within and across 14 subjects using generalized linear mixed effect (GLME) models. High contextual WM maintenance load suppressed left auditory cortex (AC) activations around 250-300 ms after the onset of irrelevant phonetic sounds. This effect coincided with increased 10-14 Hz alpha-range oscillatory functional connectivity between the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and left AC. Suppression of AC responses to irrelevant sounds during active maintenance of the task context also correlated with increased pre-stimulus 7-15 Hz alpha power. Our results suggest that under high auditory WM load, irrelevant sounds are suppressed through a "late" active suppression mechanism, which prevents short-term consolidation of irrelevant information without affecting the initial screening of potentially meaningful stimuli. The results also suggest that AC alpha oscillations play an inhibitory role during auditory WM processing.
Introduction
Our ability to suppress irrelevant sounds from interfering with auditory working memory (WM), while also maintaining the capacity to monitor the acoustic environment, is crucial in everyday communication settings. For example, during a conversation, a listener may hear an interesting detail that needs to be held online and protected from auditory interference until the talker has finished. Despite many previous WM studies involving auditory stimuli, several fundamental questions on how the human brain achieves these feats are still open.
It has been long debated whether irrelevant inputs are filtered before ("early selection"; Broadbent, 1958; Hillyard et al., 1973; Woldorff et al., 1993) or after processing for meaning ("late selection"; Deutsch and Deutsch, 1963; N€ a€ at€ anen, 1992) . A potential resolution is offered by the "load theory" of visual attention (Lavie, 2005) , which suggests that the selection stage depends on contextual factors. For example, conditions with multiple distractors, i.e., high "perceptual load" will inherently promote "early selection" because no processing resources are left for irrelevant stimuli. In the auditory domain, this idea is supported by studies of the auditory cortex (AC) change detection response, the mismatch negativity (MMN). During easy conditions such as movie viewing MMN is elicited even to semantic changes in the unattended stream, allowing late selection Pulvermuller et al., 2001 ), but MMN to task-irrelevant deviants is virtually abolished during difficult dichotic listening (i.e., "early selection") (Woldorff et al., 1991 (Woldorff et al., , 1998 . Interestingly, recent studies suggest that auditory distracters could be filtered at an early stage, not only under perceptual, but also under high visual WM load (Halin et al., 2015; SanMiguel et al., 2008) . If true, these findings would also imply that suppression of irrelevant information is a "byproduct" of the primary WM maintenance and manipulation operations, requiring no dedicated control processes.
However, in many everyday settings, relevant and irrelevant sounds occur in the same stream, and all inputs may need to be initially screened to allow selective WM processing (i.e., "late selection"). For example, in the above-mentioned social conversation example, it would not be constructive for the listener to completely shut off the other person, even though the talker's voice interferes with their auditory WM. Consistent with these notions, experiments that emulate conditions where relevant and irrelevant sounds are embedded in overlapping streams suggest prominent auditory ERP (Berti and Schroger, 2003; Muller-Gass and Schroger, 2007) and behavioral (Dalton et al., 2009) effects to irrelevant distracters also under high WM load. This has lead to an interpretation that distracter suppression requires WM resources and active control (Berti and Schroger, 2003; Dalton et al., 2009) . According to visual studies, one of the areas controlling sensory gating specifically during WM maintenance could be the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) (Postle, 2005) .
Previous studies suggest that suppression of irrelevant information during attention and WM tasks is supported by neuronal oscillations at the alpha range (7-15 Hz) (Cooper et al., 2003; Klimesch et al., 2007; Palva and Palva, 2007; Pfurtscheller, 2003) . Alpha-band oscillations have been suggested to regulate cortical excitability to prioritize relevant and disregard irrelevant visual field locations (Foxe et al., 1998; Jensen and Mazaheri, 2010; Worden et al., 2000) and to suppress anticipated WM distracters (Bonnefond and Jensen, 2012) . Similar effects are yet to be confirmed in the auditory domain. There is some evidence of lateralized alpha-power increases in ACs ipsilateral to the attended ear (Müller and Weisz, 2012) . However, only a few previous studies have been able to show a direct relationship between AC alpha oscillations and distracter-elicited neuronal responses (W€ ostmann et al., 2016) . The alpha inhibition hypothesis is contrasted by an alternative interpretation that alpha synchronization enhances stimulus maintenance at the network level (Leiberg et al., 2006; Obleser et al., 2012; Palva and Palva, 2007; Wilsch and Obleser, 2016) . This idea is based on correlations between alpha power and increased WM load, which has been observed both in visual (Palva and Palva, 2007) and auditory domains (Leiberg et al., 2006; Obleser et al., 2012; Wilsch and Obleser, 2016) .
Here, we examined whether irrelevant sounds become inadvertently filtered before becoming fully processed during high auditory WM load ("filtering hypothesis"), or whether they are actively suppressed postperceptually ("active suppression hypothesis"). In addition to examining the correlates of trial-to-trial variation during auditory WM, we also measured functional coupling between frontal and AC areas after filler sounds by analyzing long-range synchronization of neuronal oscillations, suggested to play a crucial role in WM (Jensen et al., 2007) . Second, we also examined the role of alpha oscillations in suppression of irrelevant sensory information in ACs. Alternative hypotheses were compared using a multimodal approach, which combines information from MEG, EEG, and fMRI to achieve high-resolution estimates of stimulus processing and interregional connectivity in the cortical "source space".
In previous studies, the effects of WM load on auditory stimulus processing have often been studied using intermodal tasks (e.g., Halin et al., 2015; SanMiguel et al., 2008) . However, in real-life settings, such as our initial conversation example, the distracters and relevant stimuli can be embedded into the same auditory stream that emanates from a common source. Here, to examine challenges under such conditions we used an auditory "AX" continuous performance task, modified from a paradigm sensitive to auditory WM changes on disorders such as schizophrenia (Seidman et al., 1998 (Seidman et al., , 2012 (Seidman et al., , 2016 (Fig. 1) . During this task, the subjects monitor a sequence of spoken letters for a target letter, and respond to the target letter only when it follows a cue letter and prespecified number of "filler" sounds (Seidman et al., 1998 (Seidman et al., , 2012 (Seidman et al., , 2016 . This requires active maintenance of the cue and sequence information and suppression of the irrelevant fillers during the delay period. In other words, instead of "item load" in the classic sense, the current task requires active maintenance of the sequential task context. The longer the sequence during which this task context needs to be held online, the more it presumably burdens the WM system. In certain blocks the cue-target period could also be interleaved with additional cues, ensuring that the subject needed to continuously monitor the letter sounds also during the cue-target periods, instead of resorting to a simple counting strategy.
Methods

Task and design
Sixteen right-handed college educated adults with self-reported normal hearing and no neurological disorders, psychiatric conditions, or learning disabilities participated. Two subjects were excluded from the final sample due to failing to perform the task (hit rate <75% in a simple vigilance condition), rendering a total of 14 subjects for analysis (age 19-28 years, mean 21 years; 8 females). During an auditory continuous performance task (Seidman et al., 1998 (Seidman et al., , 2012 (Fig. 1) , the subjects monitored a sequence of voiced letter sounds for the presence of a target letter "A" that followed a cue letter "Q" and a pre-specified number of "filler" sounds that consisted of the other letters of the English alphabet. In vigilance control task blocks, the subjects were asked to respond to each "A" stimulus that occurred immediately after a "Q" event. In "low WM load" blocks, they were asked to respond to each "A" that occurred after a "Q" event and one other letter stimulus. Finally, in "high WM load" blocks, the subjects were to respond to each "A" stimulus that occurred after a "Q" event and three other letters. In this study, we were specifically interested how the maintenance of the auditory WM task set during this Q-A memory period modulates responses to task-irrelevant "filler" sounds. This interest is motivated by a recent multicenter study (Seidman et al., 2016) , which suggested that poor performance in auditory "AX" tasks manipulating the WM maintenance load is among the best neuropsychological predictors of clinical psychosis in individuals at high risk for schizophrenia.
In addition to the number of filler sounds between the "Q" and "A", our factorial task also manipulated the level of higher-level control demands: In certain task blocks, the Q-A maintenance period was occasionally interrupted by distracter Q events or non-target A letters. In reference to our conversation example, this would be analogous to a significant event that occurs while the listener is holding an important thought and only cursorily monitoring the talker's voice. The task was divided to 90 s blocks during which the number of filler letters between the cue "Q" and target "A" remained the same. These task blocks started with a visual instruction cue. This instruction was identical before task blocks with or without interfering Q events. This ensured that the subject needed to keep track of the filler sounds in all task conditions. The voiced letter sounds were presented at a comfortable level and at an average inter-stimulus interval (ISI) of 1 s, jittered ±50 ms to prevent a buildup of subject's expectation. The original sound tokens, obtained from the Psychology Experiment Building Language (PEBL) Sound Archive version 0.1, had been edited to ensure the duration of each sound Fig. 1 . Stimuli and task. Subjects' task was to press a button whenever the target letter "A" occurred after the cue "Q" and a pre-specified number of interleaved filler sounds (average ISI ¼ 1 s, ±50 ms jitter). Other "non-target a" events were to be ignored. The fillers consisted of other letters of the alphabet. In "low WM load" blocks, "A" was a target when it was the second sound after a "Q". In "high WM load" blocks, "A" was a target when it was the fourth sound after a "Q". In certain "interference" task blocks, the Q-A periods could also include interfering cue and/or non-target "a" sounds (not shown). We specifically examined whether and how the human brain suppresses responses to the task-irrelevant filler sounds that occur during vs. between the Q-A periods, during either low vs. high WM load task blocks. The overall vigilance and compliance were controlled using a simple vigilance condition where "A" was the target when occurring immediately after a "Q" (not shown).
file was 400 ms. Similar task and stimuli were used in separate MEG/EEG and fMRI localizer sessions. The MEG/EEG sessions consisted of two 30-min runs. The different tasks were presented as randomly ordered 90 s blocks, each starting with a 2-s visual instruction. The fMRI tasks were otherwise similar but the task instruction was changed after every third 10.5-s sparse sampling acquisition to avoid too lengthy analysis blocks in the fMRI analyses. It is important to note that, here, the fMRI data were used merely to confine the MEG/EEG source space, based on a pooled all vs. baseline contrast. In other words, the comparisons of MEG/EEG source activities across conditions were independent of any differences in the corresponding fMRI effects.
Data acquisitions
Human subjects' approval was obtained and voluntary consents were signed before each measurement. 306-channel MEG (Elekta-Neuromag, Helsinki, Finland) and 74-channel EEG data were recorded simultaneously (600 samples/s, passband 0.01-192 Hz) in a magnetically shielded room. Common-average reference was utilized for all analyses of EEG data. The position of the head relative to the sensor array was monitored continuously using four Head-Position Indicator (HPI) coils attached to the scalp. Electro-oculogram (EOG) was also recorded to monitor eye artifacts. Whole-head 3T fMRI was acquired in a separate session using a 32-channel coil (Siemens TimTrio, Erlagen, Germany 
Data analysis
Behavioral responses occurring within 1.3 s after the target letter were accepted as correct. A nonparametric two-way Friedman ANOVA was used to examine the main effects of load and interference on performance. Because the subjects were advised to emphasize accuracy over the speed of performance these analyses concentrated on the hit rate (HR) measures. The medians and standard errors of medians of HRs, and reaction times (RT) for the correct detections, were estimated using bootstrapping with the data resampled 100,000 times.
Neuronal bases of auditory WM were studied using an fMRI-informed MEG/EEG approach, analogous to our previous studies Huang et al., 2014) . External MEG noise was suppressed and subject movements, estimated continuously at 200-ms intervals, were compensated for using the signal-space separation method (Taulu et al., 2005) (Maxfilter, Elekta-Neuromag, Helsinki, Finland). The MEG/EEG data were then downsampled (300 samples/s, passband 0.5-100 Hz). Epochs coinciding with over 150 μV EOG, 100 μV EEG, 3000 fT/cm MEG gradiometer, or 4 pT MEG magnetometer changes were excluded from further analyses. To calculate fMRI-guided depth-weighted ℓ 2 minimum-norm estimates (MNE) (H€ am€ al€ ainen et al., 1993; Lin et al., 2006) , the information from structural segmentation of the individual MRIs and the MEG sensor and EEG electrode locations were used to compute the forward solutions for all putative sources in the cortex using a three-compartment boundary element model (H€ am€ al€ ainen and Sarvas, 1989) . The shapes of the surfaces separating the scalp, skull, and brain compartments were determined from the anatomical MRI data using FreeSurfer 5.1 (http:// surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/). For whole-brain inverse computations, cortical surfaces extracted with FreeSurfer were decimated to~5000 vertices per hemisphere. The individual forward solutions for current dipoles placed at these vertices comprised the columns of the gain matrix (A). A noise covariance matrix (C) was estimated from the raw MEG/EEG data during a 20-200 ms pre-stimulus baseline during non-active periods of the vigilance task. These two matrices, along with the source covariance matrix R, were used to calculate the MNE inverse operator
. To obtain an fMRI prior, i.e., an fMRI-weighted source covariance matrix, each vertex point in the cortical surface was assigned an fMRI significance value using FreeSurfer-FSFAST 5.1. Individual functional volumes were motion corrected, unwarped, coregistered with each subject's structural MRI, intensity normalized, resampled into cortical surface space, smoothed using a 2-dimensional Gaussian kernel with an FWHM of 5 mm, and entered into a general-linear model (GLM) with the task conditions as explanatory variables. The fMRI weighting was set to 90%. That is, diagonal elements in R corresponding to vertices with below-threshold (P < 0.05, all conditions vs. baseline) significance values were multiplied by 0.1. The fMRI prior was defined for each subject as the union of the group average and their individual contrast.
One-second MEG/EEG raw data epochs, ranging from 400 ms before to 600 ms after the onset of the filler sounds, were multiplied by the inverse operator W and noise normalized to yield the estimated source activity as a function of time (Lin et al., 2006) . The trial-specific source estimates were averaged within a priori regions-of-interest (ROI), including one AC and one DLPFC ROI per hemisphere that were determined based on the group results of our recent publication (Figs. 2 and 4) . The AC ROIs included locations showing significant fMRI response suppression due to auditory WM load or interference in superior temporal locations, as determined based on Desikan et al. (2006) . The DLPFC ROIs, which were used only for the connectivity analyses, were determined based on the significant (positive) main effect of WM load in . In ROI-to-ROI connectivity analyses, the waveform signs of sources were aligned based on the surface-normal orientations to avoid phase cancellations. Pre-stimulus oscillatory power was estimated in a 400-ms window preceding the filler sounds between and within the Q-A memory periods, during low and high-load conditions, using a fast Fourier transform (FFT), implemented in MNE-Python (Gramfort et al., 2013) . In pre-stimulus power analyses, our hypotheses considered alpha-band (7-15 Hz) oscillations, whose role in WM and distracter suppression is supported by several studies in other sensory domains. Analyses at the beta (15-30 Hz) and gamma (30-100 Hz) bands are, however, also cursorily reported.
To compute dynamic functional connectivity estimates between the DLPFC and AC ROIs, 1.6 s trial epochs (600 pre-stimulus baseline) were convoluted with a Morlet Wavelet (width 5 cycles, 5-30 Hz, 1-Hz intervals). Phase locking between the four ROIs was then calculated at each time point using the pairwise phase consistency (PPC) measure (Vinck et al., 2010) , which is not biased by the number of available trials.
Trial-based changes in AC-ROI activation patterns, pooled to bins of three raw-data time points, and their correlations with band-normalized pre-stimulus oscillatory power were analyzed using generalized linear mixed effects models (GLME, Matlab 9.0). These analyses modeled individual epochs in each task condition/subject, and brought longitudinal temporal dependencies into the statistical model, which allowed controlling for autocorrelations and other biases in aggregated estimates Baayen and Milin, 2010) . The dependent variable, the amplitude of ROI-average responses, was modeled separately for each time bin, using a restricted maximum pseudo likelihood GLME with fixed effects for the pre-stimulus power, memory load (low vs. high), level of interference, and the trial number, and random effects for the intercept grouped by the subject identity. The GLME also controlled all possible interactions between the pre-stimulus power, memory load, and interference. We controlled for potential biases caused by non-normality and homogeneity by examining the model residuals against fitted values.
Trial-to-trial autocorrelations were examined by determining the autocorrelation function for the residuals. Statistical significances were determined by comparing the sum t statistics of continuous positive or negative clusters of at least three consecutive time points (cluster-forming threshold p < 0.05) derived from the initial GLME to a surrogate distribution calculated based on 5000 within-subject permutations. Comparisons of ROI-to-ROI time-frequency representations (TFR) of PPC were conducted using the Fieldtrip cluster-based randomization test (cluster-forming threshold p < 0.05) (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007) . As for the active Q-A periods, only periods preceding a correctly identified target were considered.
Results
The behavioral results validated our assumptions of the WM task manipulations: The hit rate decreased significantly as a function of increasing WM load (Friedman ANOVA, χ 2 ¼ 16.41, p < 0.001) and attentional interference (Friedman ANOVA χ 2 ¼ 13.99, p < 0.001). The median ±standard error of median hit rates was 94% ± 1% during the vigilance condition, 88% ± 2% under low WM load, 81% ± 4% under high WM load, 83% ± 5% during blocks with low WM load and interference, and 72% ± 6% during blocks with high WM load and interference. The median ±standard error of median reaction times was 478 ± 28 ms during the vigilance condition, 478 ± 37 ms under low WM load, 472 ± 46 ms under high WM load, 483 ± 12 ms under low WM load and interference, and 467 ± 24 ms under high WM load and interference. Fig. 2a-c shows the results of a GLME that analyzed the effects of WM load on auditory activations to filler sounds during the active Q-A memory periods and those during passive non-maintenance periods (Fig. 2, "other fillers") . The results suggest that the high vs. low memory load decreased negative MEG/EEG dipolar currents to filler sounds, which occurred during the active Q-A memory period, in the left AC. The effect was statistically significant 250-300 ms after stimulus onset (cluster-based GLME randomization test, p < 0.01; Fig. 2c) . Importantly, no similar effects emerged during the periods between the active Q-A periods. GLME model diagnostics during the latency showing the largest initial t-value is shown in Fig. 2c , which demonstrates that the residuals had no relationship with the fitted values, that the residuals were roughly depicted atop flattened patches of superior temporal cortex. (b, c) GLME-modeled responses to filler sounds during low vs. high WM load, during active "Q-A periods" vs. passive periods (i.e., "other fillers"). In the left AC ROI, high WM load significantly suppressed negative activations to filler sounds. This occurred during the Q-A periods, 250-300 ms after sound onset (gray shading). No significant effects were observed in other comparisons. Error bars reflect the standard error of the mean, corrected for autocorrelations. The vertical axes ("fitted dSPM") reflect GLME-modeled values in arbitrary statistical units. (c) GLME diagnostics are shown at the within-cluster peak time point (275 ms). (d) High WM load enhanced alpha-band phase locking between the left DLPFC and AC ROIs at around 200-400 ms after filler sounds (p < 0.01, cluster-based randomization test). The timing is consistent with the suppression of sound-evoked responses in the left AC, shown in panel c.
normally distributed, and that there were no significant autocorrelations of the residuals. Individual-level estimates of the effects of WM load on left AC activations to filler sounds are shown in Inline Supplementary Material (Suppl. Fig. 1) .
To examine the hypothesis that dealing with irrelevant sounds reflects "active suppression" through "late selection" mechanism we conducted an interregional functional connectivity analysis between two frontal ROIs (the left and right DLPFC), which had been determined, analogously to the AC ROIs, based on a significant fMRI group effect by WM load in our previous publication . The main result (Fig. 2d ) of this analysis suggests that WM load significantly increases 10-14 Hz alpha PPC between the left DLPFC and left AC at around 200-400 ms after the filler-sound onset (p < 0.01, cluster-based randomization test). This effect, which was significant only during the active Q-A periods, was thus highly consistent with the timing of response suppression in the left AC (Fig. 2c) . Individual-level data of left DLPFC-AC connectivity differences during high vs. low WM load are shown in Inline Supplementary Material (Suppl. Fig. 2) . No significant WM-related PPC effects were observed between the right DLPFC and ACs and between the left DLPFC and right AC.
The load of auditory WM is hard to manipulate without changing the stimulus sequence, including the relative numbers of events across the conditions. To control for the resulting inherent differences in the low vs. high-load sound sequences, we conducted two alternative GLME analyses to verify the load-related suppression in left AC during the active Q-A periods (Fig. 3) . The first control GLME considered only the first filler events after each Q. The second consisted of the main model with an additional factor controlling the type of the event that was immediately before each filler sound (see Fig. 1 ). The results of these control analyses were very highly similar to the main analysis in Fig. 2c , which supports the conclusion that the result reflects a true load effect instead of a sequential bias.
We then examined hypotheses regarding the role of AC alpha activations in suppression of irrelevant sounds during WM processing. The results of GLME models that tested the correlation between pre-stimulus oscillatory power and post-stimulus activation time courses are shown in Fig. 4 . Similar to the load-related analyses (Figs. 2 and 3 ), significant correlations between response amplitudes and pre-stimulus alpha power were evidenced only during the active Q-A periods. High pre-stimulus alpha correlated with suppressed surface negative responses to filler sounds in the left AC 190-220 ms after the filler sound onset (clusterbased GLME randomization test, p < 0.05). In the right AC, an analogous significant suppression of surface negativity was observed at 100-160 ms (cluster-based GLME randomization test, p < 0.05). GLME model diagnostics during the latencies showing the largest cluster-forming tvalues (Fig. 4c ) demonstrate that the residuals had no relationship with the fitted values, that they were roughly normally distributed, and that there were no significant autocorrelations. Individual-level estimates of the effects of pre-stimulus alpha on AC activations to filler sounds are shown in Inline Supplementary Material (Suppl. Fig. 3) .
Finally, we also analyzed correlations between pre-stimulus oscillations at the beta and gamma ranges and post-stimulus filler responses. No significant correlations were observed in these analyses.
Discussion
Our GLME analyses suggest that increased contextual maintenance load during an auditory WM task suppresses left AC activations at 250-300 ms after irrelevant phonetic "filler" stimuli. Interestingly, this effect coincided with increased alpha-range functional connectivity, quantified as 10-14 Hz PPC, between the left DLPFC and left AC ROIs. Although the load-related response suppression to irrelevant sounds, per se, would be consistent with a "filtering" hypothesis, the late time window of these suppression effects and the increasing DLPFC-AC functional connectivity are more consistent with a late selection or "active suppression" hypothesis. Finally, our results also demonstrate a trial-to-trial correlation between pre-stimulus alpha oscillations and post-stimulus suppression of AC responses to irrelevant filler sounds.
The way auditory WM demands affect auditory processing has remained unclear. Certain recent studies that employed intermodal distraction paradigms suggest that high visual WM load reduces auditory distractibility (Halin et al., 2015; SanMiguel et al., 2008) . This could be speculated to mean that under high WM load, auditory distracters become filtered already at an early processing stage (i.e., "early selection"). However, evidence from ERP (Berti and Schroger, 2003; MullerGass and Schroger, 2007) and behavioral (Dalton et al., 2009 ) studies that utilized purely auditory paradigms supports an alternative view that distracter suppression occurs at a later stage and requires active control (Berti and Schroger, 2003; Dalton et al., 2009) . At the same time, recent behavioral studies also suggest that during auditory WM, irrelevant speech sounds are suppressed only after initial feature processing (Ellermeier et al., 2015; W€ ostmann and Obleser, 2016) . The present results seem to be more consistent with the latter group of ERP and behavioral studies: The aspect of left AC time course that was statistically significantly modulated by the contextual WM maintenance load was relatively late, clearly after the P50/N1/P2 pattern that is thought to reflect the emergence of conscious sound percept and the initiation of stimulus encoding in ACs (Parasuraman and Beatty, 1980) . The latency of this effect would be more consistent with the "active suppression" hypothesis.
We also found evidence of load-related increases of alpha-band PPC between the left DLPFC and AC, which coincided with the suppression of AC responses to irrelevant sounds during the Q-A periods. Previous visual fMRI studies suggest that, in contrast to the more ventral aspects of PFC that deal with proactive interference (Jonides and Nee, 2006) , DLPFC might support active WM maintenance by gating the incoming irrelevant stimuli during the retention delay period (Postle, 2005; Sakai et al., 2002) . Notably, auditory ERP studies on neurological patients suggest that DLPFC gates already the earliest (10-50 ms) inputs to primary AC (Knight et al., 1989) , providing a potential mechanism of "early selection". However, the present load-related suppression and connectivity effects occurred at a relative late stage of AC processing. This could mean that the DLPFC gating systems are able to regulate different stages of information processing depending on the task goals. That is, here, the subjects were given an instruction that required monitoring of the sound stream also during the Q-A periods. This involved, not only the easier task of counting the fillers, but also being prepared for occasional intervening Q or A events. (Note that the task instruction was similar before interference and non-interference task blocks.) Much like in our introductory conversation example, it would not have been beneficial for the subject to completely halt auditory processing during the maintenance periods. We thus speculate that the increased alpha-range connectivity between the left DLPFC and AC is related to top-down Fig. 3 . Alternative GLMEs modeling the effect of WM load on left AC responses to irrelevant "filler" sounds. The first alternative GLME considered only the first filler response after each cue (left); the second was the main model with an additional factor for the event that preceded each filler. The results of these alternative analyses are highly consistent with the main model. The vertical axes ("fitted dSPM") reflect GLME-modeled values in arbitrary statistical units. modulation of post-perceptual processing, that is, after the subject becomes aware of the phonetic event onset (noting the 400-ms sound duration). The time window of this modulation is consistent with the period during which sensory representations have been suggested to be consolidated to more lasting WM traces (Chun and Potter, 1995; Jolicoeur and Dell'Acqua, 1998) . A working hypothesis for future studies is that during auditory WM tasks, in which the competing events are embedded within the same sound stream, distracters are suppressed through a mechanism that allows initial evaluation but modulates consolidation of representations that would cause mnemonic interference at later WM processing stages.
The interpretation that the DLPFC-AC connectivity is related to AC suppression is consistent with previous theories that suggest a primarily inhibitory role for alpha-band connectivity patterns. For example, a recent auditory study suggested that alpha-range connectivity increases between frontal and ACs ipsilateral to the ear that the subject anticipates to be stimulated by a relevant event (Müller and Weisz, 2012) . However, because the present oscillatory phase locking analyses do not provide information of the directionality of information flow, future studies using techniques such as transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) are needed to causally verify these interpretations.
It is important to note that in previous MEG and EEG studies of auditory selective attention, evidence for "early selection" has been obtained by using, for example, dichotic listening paradigms, in which the irrelevant stream contains little or no useful information (Woldorff et al., 1993) . Because the present task contained relevant information also during the Q-A maintenance periods, our results do not fully exclude the possibility that "early selection" mechanisms could also be utilized during auditory WM. Another potential source of bias is that the number of filler sounds and their specific serial positions during the Q-A periods were slightly different between the high and low load conditions. This concern is mitigated by the robustness of GLME approaches in analyses with unequal numbers of observations (Baayen, 2008) , as well at the fact that our control GLME models, which also considered the type of event that preceded each filler sound, made the overall results even clearer than the initial analysis. Another level of confirmation is offered by the Fig. 4 . Correlation between AC activations and pre-stimulus alpha power. (a) Regions-of-interest (ROI) depicted in flattened patches of superior temporal cortex. The ROIs were determined based on a previous study . (b, c, d) GLME results. High pre-stimulus alpha power correlated with suppression of post-stimulus negative activations to irrelevant "filler" sounds during the Q-A periods (c) in the left AC at 190-220 ms and (d) in the right AC at 100-140 ms (significant clusters shaded with gray). No significant effects were observed for filler sounds during the non-maintenance periods. The respective GLME diagnostics are shown for the within-cluster peak-effect time points. Error bars reflect the standard error of the mean, corrected for autocorrelations. The vertical axes ("fitted dSPM") reflect GLME-modeled values in arbitrary statistical units.
aforementioned fact that the load-related suppression was also evident in analyses considering only the first fillers after each cue stimulus.
The present task consisted of 90 s blocks, during which the subject was prepared to be maintaining the task set for either short or longer series of events. At the event of each Q stimulus that occurred in the highload blocks, the subject could be assumed to have "pre-allocated" more memory resources for the task set and sound maintenance than in the low-load blocks. Such an anticipatory strategy would make a lot of sense in this task, because the instruction was identical for high-load blocks with or without interference. A pre-allocation strategy could help explain why the difference between the high and low load conditions was also evident in analyses limited to the first filler sounds following the cues in low and high-load Q-A periods.
Our results also suggest that suppression of AC responses to irrelevant sounds during WM load is predicted by increased pre-stimulus alpha power. This negative correlation between pre-stimulus alpha power and soundevoked responses is consistent with previous observations in the visual domain (Brandt and Jansen, 1991) . Similar to the load-related effects, the present correlation effects were selective to task-irrelevant sounds that occurred during cue-target maintenance periods. One might thus speculate that AC alpha oscillations are related suppression of irrelevant inputs. This speculation receives support from a recent MEG finding that alpha power is increased in ACs ipsilateral to the ear receiving task-irrelevant stimulation during dichotic listening (W€ ostmann et al., 2016) .
A potential problem in the present alpha-correlation analysis, however, is the event-related AC response that follows sound onsets contains a lot of energy also at the alpha range and there is a risk that any fluctuations in "background" alpha that do not relate to either anticipation or active AC suppression produce false positive autocorrelations. Here, we attempted to control for these biases by using GLME approaches that also considered the temporal dependencies, including the exact timing of each trial and the type of preceding events, which we believe helped us regress out effects related to background oscillatory fluctuations, such as alpha-power fluctuations due to reduced alertness during prolonged experiments. With these controls in place, our GLME did, indeed, provide evidence of suppression of AC activities to irrelevant "filler" sounds during auditory WM processing. These effects were, however, earlier than the effects related to WM load modulations, specifically in the right AC (100-140 ms).
In conclusion, our GLME models suggest that activities elicited to irrelevant sound events are modulated at a relative late processing stage in the left AC under high contextual maintenance load of auditory WM. The load-related AC modulations coincided with increased phase synchronization of alpha oscillations between the left DLPFC and ACs. These effects could reflect a control mechanism that helps suppress short-term consolidation of irrelevant information, without affecting the perceptual encoding that is needed to determine whether a particular sound input is relevant or not. Our results also support the view that pre-stimulus alpha oscillations correlate with suppression of sound-evoked responses in ACs. Our results might help clinical investigation of disorders involving auditory WM dysfunctions, such as schizophrenia (Seidman et al., 2016) .
